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This briefing is part of a continuing EBOT series on U.S. manufacturing offshoring and examines what is known
about the size and composition of U.S. offshoring activity to China.1 An accompanying EBOT described incentives
U.S. firms have had to offshore production to China, 2 the world’s largest manufacturing economy. These
incentives have included cost advantages, scalability options, policy mechanisms, and strategic interests (e.g.,
securing access to inputs and proximity to fastest‐growing consumer base). This briefing builds upon those
findings, by showing that U.S.‐based multinationals have been heavily involved in China’s manufacturing
revolution. The latest data suggest that U.S. affiliates3 employed more than 1.7 million workers in China in 2014,
nearly half of which were in China’s manufacturing sector (e.g., semiconductor firms). It also shows that U.S.
firms have invested heavily in their Chinese affiliates’ operations, and that as of 2014, U.S. parents’ affiliates in
China sold more to the local market than U.S. affiliates in Japan, Mexico, and India, combined.
CHINA IS THE BIGGEST OFFSHORE MAGNET FOR U.S. FIRMS. U.S.‐based multinational firms have options
when it comes to deciding whether to offshore any of their operations. Increasing global competition and
profit‐maximizing objectives have led many
firms to offshore, and thereby lower operational
costs (e.g., mostly wages), decrease tax burdens,
reap greater economies of scale, secure cheaper
intermediary inputs, and/or gain access to their
consumer bases and growth markets.
China is the single biggest offshoring destination
for U.S.‐based firms. Of the nearly 14 million
workers employed by U.S. multinationals’
affiliates in 2014, more workers (1.7 million, or
12% of the total) were employed in China than
any other country (Figure 1). Moreover, about
half of those workers (753,000 or 45%) were
employed within China’s robust manufacturing
sector.
CONTEXTUALIZING THE SIZE OF MANUFACTURING JOBS IN CHINA EMPLOYED BY U.S.‐OWNED
AFFILIATES. By 2014, U.S. affiliates hired more workers (753,000) in China’s manufacturing sector than any
other sector in any other country. The closest other country/sector grouping was Mexican manufacturing,
where U.S. affiliates employed 706,200 workers, and India’s “professional, scientific, and technical
services” sector (mostly IT services), where U.S. affiliates employed 490,100 workers. While the number
employed in China’s manufacturing sector is large for U.S. affiliates, its size is moderated when placed in
the context of the estimated 12.3 million (U.S.) and 79.6 million (Chinese) manufacturing jobs in 2014.4
Lower Chinese wages (paying 10‐25% of comparable U.S. salaries) 5 have undoubtedly enticed some U.S.
firms to offshore. However, it is unclear whether jobs created by U.S.‐owned affiliates in China broadly
came at the expense of U.S. workers or were associated with firms’ plans to grow or be closer to supply
networks and their fastest growing consumer base. Moreover, higher U.S. manufacturing productivity
levels have offset, at least in part, advantages associated with cheaper Chinese wages in various sectors.6
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For the purposes of this briefing, offshoring will refer to a firms’ movement of production or services to a different country with the intension of
selling that manufactured good or rendered service to the local, U.S., and/or international market.
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Affiliates are defined as foreign firms that are at least 50% owned by U.S. multinational enterprises.
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COMPOSITION OF U.S. AFFILIATE EMPLOYMENT WITHIN CHINA’S MANUFACTURING SECTOR
U.S.‐owned affiliates in China’s manufacturing sector employed local labor in a variety of areas. As shown in
Figure 2, the computer and electronic products
sector employed the most workers by U.S.
affiliates in 2014, followed by the machinery/
electrical equipment and chemical sub‐sectors.
In 2014, U.S. affiliates employed about 132,300
people in China’s semiconductor manufacturing
sector. Most of these workers have been making
lower quality semiconductors in China (as
opposed to enhancing preexisting products made
elsewhere), as companies, such as Intel, have
become more dependent on comprehensive
fabrication work by their affiliates in China.
Growth in semiconductor manufacturing in China
has been driven by pressure by the Chinese
government to produce more in China, as well as
by a desire by multinational firms to keep up with
7
surging demand of consumer electronics. These phenomena are reflected in China’s “computers and
periphery” sector, where U.S. affiliates in China are increasingly assembling imported or locally
manufactured semiconductors into consumer electronics for domestic and international sales.8

U.S.‐OWNED AFFILIATES IN CHINA ARE NOT ONLY EMPLOYING WORKERS. The large scale of the
U.S. offshoring in China’s manufacturing sector Activities of Foreign Affiliates* of U.S. Multinational Enterprises in Foreign
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2014), their fast growth in recent years has supported China’s rise as the world’s fastest growing source of
R&D.9 The value of surging sales by U.S. affiliates to the local Chinese market, which reached $204.3 billion
in 2014, was more than the combined U.S. affiliate sales to local markets in Mexico, Japan, and India.
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